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“For our light and momentary troubles are achieving for us an eternal glory that far outweighs them all.” 2 Cor 4:17

A Personal Story - from Bob Boyd
Although I have a very good diet, I exercise (walk/workout) daily, I don’t smoke and am not overweight, have
low blood pressure and low cholesterol levels, about 2 ½ years ago, when I was 59 years old, I noticed a pain
in my chest when I walked uphill. It seemed to get worse as time went by. So I went to a cardiologist’s office
and had a stress tread mill test. They called the test off after 9 minutes. I was sweating profusely and had
much pain in my chest. The cardiologist told me I had a block in the major heart artery and I was not to
exercise, or even walk but get more tests – like an angiogram. We didn’t like this doctor. He was impersonal,
cold, seemed angry and said vitamins were a waste of money. We would never go back to him. We didn’t
trust his advice so we walked and exercised and didn’t get the angiogram. We had been getting mail from Dr
Julian Whitaker’s clinic that warned us not to get any invasive tests like angiograms. That heart disease could
be cured without surgery or drugs, and the medical/pharmaceutical industries were just out for money.
So we went over to the Whitaker Wellness Institute of Newport Bch Cal and saw one of Dr Whitakers doctors
who prescribed mega-dosages of vitamins and EECP (computerized squeezing of the legs to push blood back
into the heart arteries and open up collaterals.) The EECP helped, it seemed to get better, but I still had some
pain in my chest when I walked uphill. For 2 ½ years I seemed to have it under control.
On an interview for Issues in Education Dr Whitaker (author- Reversing Heart Disease) said, “Studies show
stents and bypasses do not extend lifetimes.” Since some people die on the operating table, and others restenosis, the overall survival rates are not any better than natural therapies, why take a chance with an
operation? According to Dr Whitaker, “Stents are techno-idiocy.”
I had talked with other people who didn’t do well with stents or bypasses. One said he had a bypass operation
and was in recovery when the artery ruptured and he had to be rushed back into surgery. After that operation
they were unable to stitch his breastbone back together. He was a mess and on the list for a heart transplant.
I was convinced that the natural approach would work. German researcher Dr Mattias Rath, author of Why
Animals Don’t Get Heart Attacks -But People Do, also reported finding a cure for heart disease from vitamins.
I also received EECP treatments from and interviewed a former cardiac surgeon Dr Dwight Lundell, author of
The Cure for Heart Disease. We also went to several other natural paths and tried other therapies.
My condition stabilized, I walked uphill with only a slight pain, for years. However, recently, when my
editing computer crashed so did my heart. I had an old backup computer that I used but it malfunctioned.
Words that were there a few minutes ago totally disappeared. Large segments of the program changed from
wave form to no form. It was very frustrating. I had no other back up computers, I had to make it work. I
began to think this computer would also crash.
Late one night, in spite of malfunctions, I had finished making two programs but didn’t want to shut it down
because I could lose those two programs. So I told Geri I would stay up late until I finished. When I went
back and looked at the computer I felt such angst, a crushing pain in my chest, like the heart arteries were
closing down. That lasted only a moment. It wasn’t a heart attack but I noticed chest pain more often.
We continued to pray and God continued to work for us. It was almost as if God brought a new cardiologist to
Prescott a year ago and moved him right next door to us. We saw Dr Shields Stutts, and his wife Sylvia,
outside regularly and became friends. To get an excellent cardiologist of 39 years experience to move to our
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little Prescott (pop 40,000) is no small thing. I began to experience more chest pain with less exertion so we
made an appointment to Shields in a couple of weeks. But with the increase in pain, I called a week early and
asked for a prescription of Nitroglycerin. They told me to come in immediately. I did. It was Good Friday.
The next morning I went to the hospital for an angiogram. In the angiogram, Dr Stutts painlessly punctured
and inserted a sheath in my large femoral artery in my groin to insert a tiny wire to run up into the heart to
“see” where the block was. It was painless. It showed us on the angiogram how the major artery looked as big
as a drinking straw at the top, but narrowed down so much it had only a thread of blood continuing to the
heart muscle. A stent was out of the question. An immediate bypass operation was my only hope.
My main coronary artery was so blocked (99%), the cardiologist said there was barely enough room for single
blood cells to squeeze through. The artery was almost completely closed and was continuing to fill up fast.
There’s a point in the main coronary artery called “the widow maker.” If the block occurs there, there’s no
blood for the majority of the heart muscle and a result is a fatal massive coronary.
My block was in the very worst possible place. It was worse than “the widow maker block.” It was above it
and if it became completely blocked, I wouldn’t have made it to the hospital. It wouldn’t have been a partial
or slight heart attack but a fatal, massive coronary. To show how close it was to being completely closed,
during the week or two before surgery, I couldn’t walk more than a few yards without feeling angina or even
eating a large meal or even thinking anxious thoughts and I would feel the pain in my heart. I was getting
close to a complete block.
Surgery was scheduled for Monday afternoon. As I lay in that hospital bed, watching the slow ticking of the
very slow clock, time never went so slow. I had lots of time to think of what was going to happen. I would
be shocked awake with fearful thoughts of complications, having my breastbone sawed open, and veins
removed from my legs for the bypass, in just a few hours. But I had no choice! So Geri and I prayed again
and again, and felt the Lord’s leading us to have this operation so we were ready for it and hoped it had
already been done.
We continued to pray and God continued to work on our behalf. It was as if God had moved one of the best
cardiac surgeons in Phoenix to our little town only 6 months ago. To get a cardiac surgeon of Dr Pierre Tibi’s
renown to come to Prescott was very unusual. He was in charge of one of the best cardiac surgery clinics in
Phoenix and very successful. He is independently wealthy. He had performed over 5,000 bypasses. He wanted
a slower pace in a smaller community and just recently selected Prescott, just when I needed him. I wonder if
God had anything to do with that? Dr Pierre Tibi, brilliantly performed my bypass operation perfectly, with no
need for any transfusions and no complications. I am amazed at how he could sew little spaghetti noodle-like
arteries and veins together by hand a stitch at a time.
When you consider all the numerous procedures he had to do perfectly, I am amazed. The chest bone was
sawed in two with a jig-saw. The rib cage had to be spread wide open. The left lung had to be deflated to
provide access to all sides of the heart. My heart had to be stopped and later re-started with electric paddles. I
was put on the heart/lung machine so the heart could be cut on. The mammary artery was cut and stitched
around the blocked artery. Three veins were meticulously mapped and cut from my right leg and used to
bypass three other heart arteries. Physicians Assistant Brian Allshouse, was the first in Arizona to cut veins
using an instrument that goes under the skin and removes them without a long gash in my leg. He did a great
job, and I had no pain later.
To avoid pneumonia, the cardiac surgeon, Dr Pierre Tibi, inserted a tube from my lung through a couple of
ribs to drain fluids from the lung. Later the scar left from the chest tube looked like a spear hole. It was
painful to breathe with that tube in my lung. Two other small holes were made to drain the other lung and
heart.
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When I came out of surgery, I had a hard plastic ventilator tube that ran from beside my tongue, down my
throat, through my vocal cords and into my lungs to keep a clear airway. It was taken out a few hours later.
The next day I was told to get up and walk. I did. I was operated on Monday and was home by Saturday and
was exercise walking once again. Geri looked at me and said I looked as if nothing had happened. Although
I suffered physically, she suffered emotionally. I think it’s harder for the one watching their loved one suffer.
GERI: I was so relieved to find out that Bob’s surgery went well and the nurse told me he was back in his
room and everything was OK. I was grateful to the Lord and felt such peace. Then the fire alarm went off.
Just what I didn’t need. My stress level shot out of the roof as I thought, “Oh no. Is it a ‘CODE BLUE?’ Is
Bob okay? Is this alarm for him? A few minutes went by and someone said it was a fire alarm. Then I
thought, “Maybe the hospital is burning down.” It didn’t matter I was going to stay in that waiting room
until I could see my sweetie! Eventually the alarm stopped, the hospital wasn’t burning. It was just a drill.
What great timing.
I thank God for Geri. What an amazing woman. She watched over me, asked questions of doctors and nurses,
got me off the breathing tube much sooner, and did everything for me. She lifted the heavy drinking water
bottles (55 pounds), drove me since I wasn’t allowed to drive, fed me, fetched whatever I needed and nursed
me back to health. She prayed continually day and night for me. I was a single man for many years before I
become ONE with this Godly, wonderful woman. As a single man there’s no help like this. I am so in love
and couldn’t live without her. At least I wouldn’t want to. Amen.
When you think about all the procedures I’d been through, no one would want to go through all that, but I had
no choice. If I didn’t have the operation, I had only so many days or hours and I would have a massive
coronary. So I welcomed this operation, the sooner the better. I had to overcome a lot of fear, so I turned to
God. I belonged to God. God would take care of me, and He did. Right after this life giving surgery, I had a
“renewed lease on life.” Fortunately I was spared any heart damage from a heart attack. My heart is healthy.
It was “just” the clogged arteries.
As I look back on all the procedures, cutting the breastbone and spreading my chest wide open, then sown
back together with wire, the deflating of a lung, the chest tube sticking out of my chest for days, taking veins
out of my legs, the only pain I had was a sore mouth from the ventilator. Ironic isn’t it?
As I stood in front of a mirror looking at my chest, I saw the 8 ½ scar from the top of my breastbone to three
inches below it. I saw the 1 inch scar where the chest tube was and the other two holes for draining the lung
and heart. I asked Geri what the scar on the side of my neck was for. She said, “Don’t you remember that’s
where they pushed that big needle to establish a central line directly into your heart?” I did remember how
that hurt when they pushed it deep into my chest from the side of my neck. But I also remember the joy of
having that central line removed. What joy to get all the tubes out!! What a medical (near) miracle to get such
a reversal of a death sentence.
One thing about being dedicated to serving the Lord, whatever happened to me was up to HIM! If He wants
me to continue serving Him on earth I will – gladly. If He wants to bring me HOME, to heaven, I am ready.
It’s all about the Lord, live or die I am HIS! Jesus said, “Whoever wants to save his life will lose it, but
whoever loses his life for Me will find it.” Mt 16:25 That made it easy. That takes the worry out of trying to
hold onto this life. As Paul wrote, “For to me, to live is Christ and to die is gain.” What a blessing not to have
to worry about this earthly body. Life and death are totally in His Hands.
That's what the stories of people in the Bible are there for. To give us examples of how to face life's toughest
problems. Paul said, "For me to live is Christ - to die is gain." How would he feel if he was told he was going to
die of cancer? Would he fear it? No! He would rejoice knowing he's going HOME. What about torture, chemo
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or radiation? The martyrs throughout history demonstrated their faith by suffering the very worst tortures.
That's what makes us different from those without our hope.
Today there’s strong emphasis that the Christian life is to be trouble-free. Where every problem is solved with
a simple prayer. No one should ever get sick, or, if he does, he should be healed immediately with simple
effortless faith. But what about those who are not healed? What about the benefits of SUFFERING?
“For our light and momentary troubles are achieving for us an eternal glory that far outweighs them all. So
we fix our eyes not on what is seen, but on what is unseen. For what is seen is temporary, but what is unseen
is eternal.”
Five to six million Christians were martyred during Rome's persecutions, beginning with Nero's fire.
Heroes of the faith are developed by God. God invests time and trials in making each believer a hero
of the faith. God doesn't waste trials on anyone. Every trial accomplishes two purposes:
(1) It gives us the opportunity to honor God by trusting Him, and
(2) It gives God the opportunity of showing how faithful He is in taking care of us. It is in the
trials we are drawn toward our God in dependence, humility and trust. Without a trial there
would be no real spiritual growth. Turn your problems into friends by thanking God for
whatever trial He allows to come into your life.
Have you ever really appreciated a heart that beats without pain? Have you ever really appreciated being able
to walk uphill without a pain in your chest? Have you ever appreciated a deep satisfying breath of air? The
little things we take for granted are gifts we don’t appreciate until we lose them. We may want more things,
money, time off from work but the basics like a healthy heart and the ability to move, breathe, THINK and
SEE are never appreciated until they’re gone. And most of all, the most precious gift of all, that Jesus gives
anyone who asks, lasts FOREVER! It’s eternal life and eternal health.

What does “Jesus Saves” mean to a generation that has no idea Who He is or what He saves them from?
A generation that is lost doesn’t know they need a SAVIOR.
Is HELL a real place? What happens to people who die but don’t go to heaven?
If hell did not exist, why did Jesus talk about a place of “eternal punishment” so much?
For those who say, “Oh I don’t believe in hell,” not believing in hell doesn’t make it go away. LISTEN!
In hell, all your worst fears and nightmares come true. This is a place of intense heat, constant torture,
fear, regret, pain, desperate screaming, loneliness- you will never see any of your loved ones or
anyone else you knew on earth.
Who is Bill Wiese and why was his spirit taken to hell IN A VISION for 23 minutes? Bill Wiese,
author of the top selling book, 23 Minutes in Hell, gives an eye witness account of the searing heat,
the terror-filled screams of people burning in the flames and the ghoulish demonic beasts that ripped
his flesh apart.
Jonathan Edwards, one of America’s greatest preachers, said “Almost every natural man that hears
of hell flatters himself that he shall escape it. “Edwards, author of Sinners in the Hands of An Angry God,
preached such powerful messages on hell that people screamed aloud, clutched the backs of pews
and begged God to let them into heaven so they wouldn’t risk going to hell. Edwards is credited with
starting one of America’s greatest revivals, yet seldom is the subject of hell preached from todays
seeker sensitive pulpits.
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Forever

part 1 & 2 # 1041& 1042

Many people have been saved by listening to these programs. Bill Wiese tells how he awakened in
the middle of the night in a vision where his spirit actually was transported to a very real place
called hell. Bill’s testimony is absolutely fascinating. This life changing program is a great witnessing
program to give unbelievers. If most people don’t believe a literal hell exists, why do they need a
savior? Why did the Lord choose a low-key realtor, not a preacher, to transport to hell in a vision?

How to Save Your Children from Hell

#1043

If you’ve heard the program above called FOREVER, you know how serious and REAL HELL is
and why you will want to do anything to avoid it, right? But listen, of all the people who escape
hell 83% do so when they are between the ages of 4 and 14. The probability of an adult age 19 and
over escaping hell is only 6%. ONLY 6%!!!! Now do you see the eternal importance of a Biblical
education? It makes the difference between heaven and hell.
What’s important to God? Why does CHURCH exist if not to teach the children? Have America’s
schoolchildren been kidnapped by atheists, drugs pushers and homosexuals? Look at what’s being
taught! Some Christian leaders try to justify sending little children to public school by saying they
will be witnesses for Christ there. But is that realistic to send a little child into a humanist school
system? Look at the results. 9 out of 10 lose their faith in public school.
Now consider this real witness for Christ. It’s not a child but a church opening its doors Monday
through Friday for a Christian education. OPEN for the whole community. That’s what
missionaries do overseas! Why not here? Yet only 3- 5% of churches have a Christian school, why?
Churches are careful who they let teach Sunday School and what they teach the children on
Sunday, then turn their church children over to a school system they know nothing about. We’ve
interviewed sex ed. teachers who operated an abortion clinic down the street from the school. The
underlying philosophy in all public schools is that man doesn’t need God. By law, humanism is all
that’s taught. Solutions are all man centered. For humanists there is no Supernatural, no God and
no Savior. Only pro-evolutionary indoctrination is taught. No Intelligent Design, not even both
sides of evolution. And often the supposed evidence for evolution has been disproved decades ago.
Pastor Steve Schlissel, author of an article, “How to Send Your Children to Hell,” gives the Biblical
way to educate children and a vision for transforming our culture by turning churches into schools
Monday through Friday.

Discovering Christian Schools #1038
What’s the most important decision a parent can make in their child’s education? A recent poll
showed that 1/3 of teens claim they are Christians. But how can they be if they don’t even know what
a Christian believes? 50% said, “A life of good works will get you to heaven”; 35% don’t believe Jesus
rose from the dead; 1/3 believed Jesus sinned. Pastor Bob Rosio tells how and why he founded the
Cheswick Christian Academy. Harold Naylor, co-founder of Discover Christian Schools.com says,
“There are no do-overs in your child’s education…it will determine who they become.”

The Business of Christian Education #1048
It may sound crazy but it is possible to be of great service to the Lord by starting pre-schools that
evolve into Christian schools and make lots of money at the same time. This may be what it takes
to mobilize Christians and break the public school monopoly and WAKE Christians UP. It’s past
time!
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At a time when Christian education is as important as the very survival of Christianity in America,
very few churches have a school or a vision for education. What’s the solution? Continue sending
innocent Christian children into enemy territory or for businessmen and educators to open up
profitable schools? How can Christian schools compete with free public schools for the minds of
children? How can the power of Christ change America? Dr Ellsworth McIntyre, author of How to
Become a Millionaire in Christian Education, built a chain of Christian schools, with over 2,000
children, starting from scratch. Today Dr McIntyre trains others how to be successful in Christian
education. His vision is to make Christian schools as plentiful as McDonalds.
At the tax funded TIZA Academy, students are openly praying in the gym, ritual cleansing in the bathrooms,
and praying to Allah every day in this public school, paid for with tax dollars. This is a charter school that’s
in a Mosque in Minneapolis. Are the Muslim boys being indoctrinated into violent jihad? What if this school
had been found with so much as a copy of the Ten Commandments in its dumpster? Lawsuits would have
already been filed and it would be out of business. Yet some are suggesting this school may be crossing the
line.


A Des Moines, Iowa imam gave the opening prayer at the Iowa 2008 legislative session, in which he
called on Allah to “give us victory over those who disbelieve” – meaning victory over “infidels.”



A Muslim demonstration was held in an American city, and Muslims trampled the American flag
while proclaiming allegiance only to Allah and Islamic law.

Educating into Jihad part 1& 2 # 1044 & 1045
7th
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grade history book, HISTORY ALIVE, used in thousands of schools, says Jihad is simply an
inner struggle to overcome evil and correct injustice. But what do they mean by “injustice,” and
“evil” in Sharia Law? Killing Jews and blowing up innocent civilians in Twin Towers? Cutting the hands
off little boys who steal an apple? America used to be a MELTING POT of various cultures coming
together to become Americans. But Muslim students are purposely trying to stand out and be
different, by wearing Muslim headscarves, berkas, beards etc.
Nonie Darwish, college educated in Egypt where she worked as a journalist, is the author of Now
They Call Me Infidel – Why I Renounced Jihad for America. She says the main purpose of her education
was to instill a commitment to destroy Israel. Peace was never an option. Americans have been
deceived as to Islam’s goals in America. We are in more than just a RELIGIOUS war. Islam isn’t just
a religion but a political, legal, social and economic way of life.
How is Islam being advanced in our public schools? Through distorted and sanitized depictions that glosses
over or denies the Qu’ran’s repeated commands to subjugate and kill “infidels.”Arab oil money is buying
influence on American campuses and changing the beliefs of students, literally becoming hotbeds
for Islamic indoctrination. An American university student said she wants Sharia law imposed on
her country. IMPOSED! Not voted on, debated or accepted but forced on Americans. Doesn’t she
realize women don’t even vote under Sharia Law? Is she willing to throw out all the peace and
prosperity she takes for granted in this country for oppression and barbaric law?
Did they come here to fit in or change our culture? If they love the Islamic culture, why not just live
over there? Why do they want to change this culture? Nonie Darwish left a culture of hatred and
death for a culture of joy, peace and love that encourages endless possibilities. She is alerting us to the
impending dangers of the growth of Islam in America where tens of thousands of mosques are
going up and church bells are silenced.
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 Most mosques are involved in some outreach. During the past 12 months, a majority of mosques
have visited a church or school to present Islam. More than 20% of mosques have a full time
school, whereas less than 3-5% of Churches have a school. What’s wrong with this picture?
What’s the significance of minarets going up and church bells being silenced? There are mosques
with minarets over South St Louis complete with loud speakers. Five times a day the call to worship
goes out.
 Are Muslims using our freedoms to eventually abolish them?
 The Bible smuggler Brother Andrew said, “There are two kinds of people in the world- those
who say about persecution, ‘It will never happen here!’ And those who say, ‘I thought it
would never happen here!’”

Marketing Evil As Good # 1039
Just as marketing sells products, so marketing has changed our most cherished beliefs and corrupted
this nation. The “marketers of evil” have marketed evil as good so that killing a child is promoted as
“reproductive freedom.” How has our culture come to tolerate and even embrace and champion
things that would horrify our parent’s generation? Brilliant marketing has transformed America.
Corruption has been disguised and promoted as freedom. The “marketers of evil” are setting us up
for a socialist nation that will come under God’s severest judgment and American’s are buying it.
David Kupelian, author of The Marketing of Evil, is the managing editor of worldnetdaily.com. His
book is a serious wake up call for all who cherish traditional values and the innocence of children.
Although we live in an increasing corrupt culture, so did the Apostles in Rome. This is an
opportunity for us. If the “marketers of evil” can persuade this culture to believe evil is good, can’t
God, working within His people, persuade them to turn to God and find true life? Certainly HE can.

Home Schooling Under Attack #1046
Is home schooling becoming illegal again in America? The 2nd District Court of Appeals ruled that
parents do not have the right to home school and they could lose their kids and go to jail. Can you
imagine one inmate asking another, “What are you in for?” “Armed robbery. What about you?” “I
was convicted for home schooling my children.” Will home schoolers become criminals? Instead of
the school system that is criminal in teaching only a positive portrayal of homosexuality and
corrupting the morals of children, it’s the parents who are seen as criminals. The court is in essence
saying, “We don’t trust parents with OUR children. Too many are slipping through OUR
indoctrination process.” This is an attempt to stop a massive exodus out of public schools.
Dr Brian Ray, President of the National Home Education Research Institute, and author of Worldwide
Guide to Home Schooling, is an expert witness in courts and legislatures. This ruling has nothing to
do with the success of home educators and everything to do with state control over children. The
scope of this ruling against home schooling is stunning and a grave threat to all our freedoms. If
you value freedom or any semblance of liberty, you will become actively involved in this fight over
the children. Whoever controls the minds of the children controls the future of the culture.

An Economy on the Brink #1047
Are we on the brink of a CRASH? As the US dollar declines and oil and gold skyrocket, and banks
are going bankrupt, are we on the brink of an economic crisis? Has America been sold to
foreigners? Never in history have foreigners owned so much of our national debt. 80% of US
treasury notes due in March 2010 are owned by foreigners. As the borrower is servant to the lender
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(Pr 22:7), so our nation is becoming enslaved to other nations. What if they decided they didn’t
want US assets and dumped the dollar? Stocks, bonds and the value of the dollar would crash.
What if people decided they no longer wanted to accept a piece of paper as having any value? Our
money is not redeemable for gold, oil, land or anything else. It’s just a piece of paper that doesn’t
cost much to print. Let’s face it, America is bankrupt and an economic crisis is in the making.
Economist, author and broadcaster, Dr Larry Bates, former CEO of a chain of banks, former
legislator, and CEO of the Information Radio Network, gives predictions for the economy, real estate,
and what you can do to protect yourself. How would a Democrat President affect the economy?

Turning Right #1049
Why are “peace studies” all about war? Why is it OK to kill innocent unborn babies but not to
execute a murderer? How can campus diversity mean Democrats out number Republicans 10 to 1?
Keith Thompson, author of Leaving the Left-Moments in the News That Made Me Ashamed To Be A
Liberal, says, “Universities are now the soil and the seeds for the liberal left.” The liberal left
wouldn’t cheer for any victories in Iraq, even when voters go to the polls despite terrorist threats on
their lives. Why do some people hate President Bush more than they love freedom?

Joe Clark’s Strategy # 1040
How can we transform America? By transforming American education. Where there’s no discipline
there’s no learning. Many public schools have become war zones filled with violence, vice and
vandalism. One of the most hopeless, drug and gang infested high schools was transformed into
one of the nation’s best. The famous principal, Joe Clark, (the movie Lean on Me was made about
him), revolutionized Eastside High from a lawless, chaotic war zone into one of the nation’s finest. Joe
made the worst into the best. Joe says we need to instill virtues and values in our young people.
HUMOR
Only in America......do drugstores make the sick walk all the way to the back of the store to get their prescriptions
while healthy people can buy cigarettes at the front.
Only in America......do people order double cheeseburgers, large fries, and a diet coke.
Only in America......do they have drive-up ATM machines with Braille lettering.
EVER WONDER .... Why the sun lightens our hair, but darkens our skin?
Why women can't put on mascara with their mouth closed?
Why don't you ever see the headline "Psychic Wins Lottery"? Why is "abbreviated" such a long word?
Why is it that doctors call what they do "practice"?
Why is lemon juice made with artificial flavor, and dishwashing liquid made with real lemons?
Why isn't there mouse-flavored cat food?
Why didn't Noah swat those two mosquitoes?
Why do they sterilize the needle for lethal injections?
Why don't sheep shrink when it rains?
Why are they called apartments when they are all stuck together?
If flying is so safe, why do they call the airport the terminal?
If con is the opposite of pro, is Congress the opposite of progress?

God’s best blessings to you, (John 15:11, John 16:24)
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